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How to allow users inn a group to the particular stream – Step by Step 
 

Step 1: Create streams 
 

Create Stream 1: Singapore 

 

Note down the GUID for the future use - Stream_50931fef-e241-4e84-af6a-057f8a9d4122 (provided under the 

Resource filter box) 



No need to apply any security and click cancel to create the basic stream. 

 

Singapore stream successfully created. 

 

 

Create Stream 2: Dubai 

 

Stream GUID: Stream_8b9769c0-0af1-49b3-9569-9d879a57d77c 

Click Cancel. 



 

Dubai stream successfully created. 

Two new streams created. 

 

 

Step 2: Create custom properties 
 

Create a new custom property called ‘Group’ and choose ‘Streams’ and ‘Users’ under resource types. 

 

Add the following two values to this property: 



Singapore 

Dubai 

 

 

Step 3: Assign custom property to the stream 
 

Assign Dubai custom property to Dubai Stream and Singapore custom property to Singapore stream. 

 

 

 

Step 4: Create security rule for the stream level 
 

Create stream access rule as User @Group = #Stream @Group. ((user.@Group=resource.@Group)) 



 

 

Step 5: Assign the rule to the user 
 

Choose the user to assign this security rule. 

To allow the ‘Dubai’ stream access to ‘QV User 1’: 

 

Now the user only access to ‘Dubai’ stream. 



 

To allow the ‘Singapore’ stream access to ‘QV User 2’: 

 

Now the user only access to ‘Singapore’ stream. 

 

 

These are all the steps to assign users in a group to the particular streams. 

  



How to allow individual users to the particular stream – Step by Step 

 

Step 6: Provide direct access when creating the streams 
 

The following steps define how to create a user level access directly to the streams. 

Create the following two test streams: 

 Sales 

 Marketing 

While applying the steam creation, choose the user from the drop down list as follows: 

 



 

Now the ‘QV User 1’ will see ‘Sales’ stream and the ‘QV User 2’ will see the ‘Marketing’ stream as follows: 

 



 

This is the direct method of providing access at single user level. 

 

*** End of Document *** 


